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TSARYS Names Stewart 'Man of Year'
Memphis - Gay bus�

and Star Search Video,

1986.

for

Stewart

while

"Most

is

people

Stewart
don't

End AIDS Committee (ATEAC)

to

keep

became

his

the

third

Man of the Year
Award,"
which,
like
Time
magazine's award, need not be a
man. Gaze editors Allen Cook
and John Stilwell and the
honoree of the

know

how much time Tommy devotes
to the AIDS cause," said AUen

president of the Memphis Aid to

ttying

businesses running."

its inception in 1985.

named TSARUS's man of the
year

and has

been president of ATEAC since

man Tommy Stewart has been

"

active in
aimed at
AIDS education and patient care.
Stewart was honored at the
TSARUS Man of the Year

Cook, secretary of ATEAC . "It's

part of the day dealing with a

honorees.

Appreciation Dinner held January

patient

dinner went to

19. He is owner of Stewart

Social Security benefits, and then

page

Enterprises, operator of J-Wag's

visit a PWA in the hospital... all

Stewart's testimonial speechs.)

and has _been
spearheading

very

not unusual for Tommy to get up

effons

women's

at six in the morning to appear
on a

talk show, spend the better
having

trouble

getting

Advice

practices for Gay and bi-sexual

Subcommittee of the Arkansas
legislature has refused to approve

males.
Despite a forceful presenta

a

tion

State

Review

and

Health

Department

organization
previous

were
Proceeds

from

ATEAC.

the

[See

2 for transcript of one
Tommy L. Stewart

WMT Celebrates--Fifth
Anniversary

Arkansas
Fgundat1on
Denied State Confracl or
Safe Sex Ed
The

service

Aphrodite

by representatives of

Five years ago in January, five
people sat in Joe Calhoun's

room making plans to

living

form a chapter of Black and White

the

Men

Together.

Today

the

contract with the Arkansas AIDS
Foundation to provide risk-re

mittee

duction education to Gay and bi

project on the grounds that it

having celebrated it's fifth anni

sexual males in the_ state.

would only encourage homosex

versary in January.

State

The $8,800 contract was part

Health

Dept,

members

the

com

rejected

organization

the

still

thriving

ford, president of the Arkansas

ease Control earlier this year.

AIDS

Foundation,

"We

continuing to develop plans for

-

First

the project, hoping that we can

mittee reviews any contract or

find substitute funding from some

and Gay Conference in Tampa urg

private source. It's just frustrating

ing more minority participation

excess of $5,000.

to find that a project so basic to

·

'Y June

AIDS education, which has been

Southeastern

and

implemented successfully all over

with Atlanta

leaflets for display in Gay bars

the U.S., is too controversial for
Arkansas. "

The AIDS Foundation pro
posed

to

produce

posters

and other meeting places and to
hold

workshops

in

'Y

'Y

local

bars

1982 - Formed

Regional

Network

month-long anniver- sary

celebration

included

an

open

house, a pot-luck dinner, and a
gala banquet at Alfred's on Beale
Street

" ourage"
by E.C.
Inside on . 12

1982-83 Confronted
about

1986 - received

Action award at National BWMT

discriminatory

carding practices

safe-sex

October 1985 - Began

project

The

involved. the legislative subcom

·

in

Nashville

convention in New York City.

1982

March

Addressed Southeastern Lesbian

expenditure by a state agency in

Co-spon-

Convention

'Y July

1982

general meeting
...

State

work on minority AIDS outreach

'Y January

are

1984-85 -

'Y

sored

past five years:

According to Dr. Gene Stan

Even though no state revenues are

is

Among the highlights of the

ual behavior.

of a federal grant the Health Dept.
received from the Centers for Dis

'Y July 1984 - Co-spon
sored BWMT
convention in
Atlanta

NGRA Announces Insurance Survey Results
National Gay Rights Advo
cates

has

announced

that

a

substantial number of state insu

result of prior antibody testing;

banning

and in seven, insurers cannot test

in

applicants for HIV antibodies.

NAIC's

rance departments have instituted

A majority of the 40 states

anti-Gay discrimination

insuring

prohibit

and

underwriting.

guidelines
health

specifically

insurers,

Tennessee
questioning
results

or

does

about
antibody

not

forbid

prior

test

testing

by

life

insurance carriers. Arkansas and

non-discriminatory AIDS-related

in correspondence with NGRA

insurers, and investigative agen

Mississippi do not forbid anti

insurance policies. In 14 states

(also including Tennessee) forbid

cies from using gender, marital

Gay discrimination, questioning

(including

discrimination on the

status, living arran gements, occu

about prior

pation, medical history, benefi

antibody testing, or exclusion of

ciary, and zip code as proxies in

AIDS from coverage.

Tennessee),

insurers

cannot exclude AIDS as a covered
condition. In 13, they may not
applicants

about the

basis of

sexual orientation. This number
is expected to rise with the recent
passage

of

NAIC

guidelines

1I

determining sexual orientation.

test

results,

HIV

Tommy L. Stewart
[The following is a transcript of

counseling.

the terstimonial speech given by

Above all Tommy is pragmatic -

Allen Cook at the Third Annual

- he may not even know what the

TSIUilS Man of the Year Banquet

word means. A pragmatist. accord

held January 19.]

ing to the dictionary, is a person
who is primarily concerned with
practical consequences or values

I'm really pleased to be here
-toaigJ..t !P honor Tommy Stewart

as opposed to an idealist In the

because if there's one pa--son _wh<t

side and you're likely to regret it
because his temper is quick and
severe... ask anyone whose been

Do

and
they

they care for themselves or do
they need help?

mental. He's sympathetic without
being pitying, but he's likely to

of

tell the mother of an AIDS victim

Interested in other definitions
a

pragmatist?

Another

defmition is "one
who
is
concerned with the affairs of a
state or community" - Tommy

who's having problems dealing
·

with her son's homosexuality that

needs

SHE

SSI

have someone to talk to? Can

He's opinionated. He's tempera

Another

is

A third definition is "conceited,
opinionated,

dogmatic,

and

muc.h about him until we both
ended up on the board of ATEAC.

Of · the seven original board
members, only one wanted to be
president.. Tommy. And after the
election, I thought to myself,

"Oh my God, what have we done.
A redneck from Frayser heading
an AIDS Committee." But my

fears proved groundless as in the

weeks .and months that followed,
I saw that here was a person who
was really throwing himself into

this organization... a person who
was really willing to give his

had the guts to go down to Mayor

Dick Hackett's office and raise
hell until the Mayor gave us a

letter supporting our U.S. Con

is

non-profit

assume

no

and

Hability

produced

for

claims

Appearance in this publication
sexual

orientation

submitted
reject

by

such

or

but

is

materials.

by

We

advertisers.

not an irfdication of

We

reserve

welcome
the

Subscriptions

a year to cover mailing costs.

volunteers.

made

identity.

readers,

by

right

are

materials
to

edit

or

at

$8

available

Gaze is published

times

11

a year by the Memphis Gay Coalition.

ference of Mayor's grant appli
cation. It was Tommy Stewart

who called the Mayor's Ghi.ef
Administrative Officer a "damned
flunky" and refused to talk with
anyone but the mayor himself. - not politic mind you, but very
effective.

It was Tommy Stewart who

spent literally days and weeks
hasseling the Social Security to
get a client benefits, going as
high as the district offices in
Baltimore, only to have the client

Co-Editors
Allen Cook-John Stilwell

skip
town
without
so
much as a thank you, kiss my

Staff Writers

faced the TV cameras when others

were unable or unwilling to step

was he who developed a rapport
with repoiters so good that now

It was Tommy Stewart who

Gaze

. It was Tommy .Stewart who

I met Tommy several years

agrue that he's an of those, too.

who needed iL

38173-0038.

ass, or anything.

out and publicize our efforts. It

time and energy to help those

Box
3038,
Memphis,
Tennessee
Phone (901) 454-1411 (evenings).

bar owner. Sure, we go to their
businesses, buy their beer and

meddlesome" -- and some would

be honest. I never really thought

they getting their
disability payments?

the victim of it
He's br.lsh . He's quick to anger.

that

concern is with -the pmr.tical side

patients,

fed? Are they getting their food
stamps? Have they ·filed for
Social Security benefits? Are

just ask Chuck. Step on his bad

is

ago while I was trying to sell
him advertising space in Gaze. To

AIDS

of their existence-- Are they
being housed? Are they being

could be.
Tommy is an unusual person -

certainly

"busy or active" --- He's that. too.

his

of

�lJSC

has done more to help the Gay
community, I don't know who it

·-

A Pragmatist Defined

-

Carole Taylor-Bob Dumais-E. C.

all he has to do is call them up

when HE wants a story run.
It was Tommy Stewart who
talked an apartment manager into

letting one of our AIDS patients

remain in his apartment after
being threatened with a notice-to
vacate letter.

And it is- the same Tommy
Stewart who ends up counseling

people concerned about taking the
AIDS tests, anxious that their

worst fears might be confmned.
You might wonder, as I did,
what

motiva�

Tommy

to

do

a

man

these sorts

like

of

things. Coming back from one of

our trips to Nashville to attend
the Tennessee AIDS Coalition
Meeting, I asked him. Reflec

tively, he answered: "You know,

I make my living from the Gay
community and when the AIDS
crisis came up I thought, this is a

way I can pay
back the
�munity for what it's given

me." When the Queen's Men
8pOAS(B'Cd that first organizational
meeting for what would become
A TEAC, he said, "That's for me.
I want to be president of that

organization." A little over two
years later, rd be interested in

knowing whether or not he'd do it
all again. I think he would.
But things aren't easy for him.

liquor, socialize, and have a good
·time. But to many people, a bar
owner raising money for a cause
is tantamount to stealing. Let a
bar owner mount a benefit - for
AIDS or any other cause -- and

the talk on the streets is not
about how much money was
made but how much money the
bar owner raked in at the benefit
If you don't think Tommy has
heard the things said about him
behind his back, think again - and if you don't think they've

hwt him, you're wrong.
Publicly, and for the record, I
can assure you that not one red
cent of the money raised for
ATEAC �ever-- ever- gone

for anything but the purposes for

that
about
·

Letters should be short as practical
and may be edited for length if the
submission is longer than 500
words. Address letters to Gaze,
Bo:;c 3038, Memphis, TN 381730038.
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The organized Gay community
is full of idealists ... and idealism

is great. But the AIDS crisis
cannot be dealt with on an
idealistic plane alone. What il

needs (and what our community

in general needs) are pra8matists.
And all I can say is "Thank God
for
Tommy
Stewart's

pragmatism.
well."

It

has served us

We're all here to honor Tommy
Stewart tonight, to share in the
fellowship that is the hallmarlc of
TSARUS, and, I hope, to reflect

on the things this man has done
for his community. I am proud to
call Tommy Stewart my friend

Lesbu
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is
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Dr. Harvey Thompson
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Typesetting And Layout

1986

Agapl

Cong�

who misappropriates a cent of
ATEAC's money will have him
to deal with.

further assure you that anyone

Feature Writers

©

38111

0311.
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Kellie China-Joyce Russell

Copyright

C:

which it was raised. And I can

He probably wouldn't tell you
this,
but
I
will.
Tommy
understands
something

A

of Ch

throughout

Microfilmed

Fl.

Gaze

is

Gay

Coalition.

by
the
All

men, we are concerned about the
deteriorating homosexual repu
tation in Nashville. The bad
press, created by AIDS and also

the

local

media

coverage

of

persons who were arrested by
Metro Park Rangers, makes us
fearful of losing the civil rights
for which we have all worked.
We are saddened even more to

see that your publication used the
Police
headline
"Nashville
Harassi ng Gay Park:ies" for your

article about this matter (Gaze,
Vol. 8, No. 2.).
While we appreciate your
coverage of Nashville's homo
sexual concerns, we feel greater

care should have been taken in
your
choice
of
headline
vocabulary. The use of the epithet
"Parkies" is demeaning and

debasing. We have no doubt that
you would not think of using
such

variants

as

"nigger"

or

"pollock" in an article, why then
slander your own public in this

way?

Please understand, we are
only suggesting that you could be

more considerate of the people
whose lives have been shattered at

this very desperate time. We are
confident that more care will be
taken in the future.

Ganyr

Progra;

for

WEVI
Mempl
Gaze:

Nashville, 1N

Mempl

Gosh, I thought ''parkies" was
a term I invented. I wasn't aware
epithets,

24 hr:
Gay

Sam Adams, Spokesperso n
Tennessee Gay Coalition
Human Rights

that

Gan)'ll

Board,

so

ii'TUI'Iediately

as such, could be
made up on the spot. Sorry.
discernable

454-14
The

Bulleti
Baud-

-

ABC

AIDS

More letters on
next page.

4299.
Gay

GAYY

Where Are All the
Women?
The

Memphis Gay Coalition
had its annual Christmas dinner
for the Gay community on
December 15th. I, being a Gay
woman, was embarrassed to �
there were very few women there.
' Of course, the faithful five or six
were there.
We sit and bitch because
we're left out If we are, it's our
own fault The men i n the Gay
community need and want our
support We all need each other.
I looked around the room and
said, "Where the hell are all the
women?" Is the bar the only place
that the women go? I'm not
knocking the bar. The bar owners
are doing a great service to our
community, but I feel we could
help in other places also. I am
not saying everyone has to come
out There are many ways to
support our Gay community.
AIDS has pulled some of us
together and some of us apart We
need your support on this and
many other things.
Let's all stand together.

Thanks again all you hot.
friendly, southern studs for a great
Saturday night
Tracy
Chicago, IL

The Best of Times Is
Now
I would like to comment on
John Stilwell's editorial in the
January issue of Gaze.
I can only echo his words of
wisdom. In May of 1986 I buried
a very dear friend of many years.
No, we were not lovers at the
time of his death (and NO it
wasn't AIDS). At one time in our
lives we had lived together for
about 13 years. We each went our
own way and as circumstances
would have it , we were put back
in contact with each other. He had
moved here about 2 years before
his illness and ultimate death .

Essentially he had no family left
He was buried alongside my
family in a cemetary here in MS.
I visited him daily in the hospital
and sometimes several times a
day if things were critical. I was
very lucky and so was he that I
did not experience really any
difficulty with his doctors or
n urses while visiting him in
ICU. The words were never
spoken, but I am sure that they
all knew what our situation was.
And he was hospitalized for about
6 months before his death. It was
me who did all of those things
that one must do when a person
dies. We were very close at the
end
So as Mr.Stilwell says, stop
being afraid to live. Stop cheating
-yourself of what happiness you
may have as a Gay person. And
there is happiness to be_ had IF
YOU
WANT IT. So love
yourselves enough to be happy,
love your friends and love your

·

Debbie Holden
Memphis,lN

A Good Time Was
Had By All
A friend of mine and I just
completed a brief stop-over in
Memphis and wanted you to
know how pleased we were.
En route home from New
OJ:leans. we stayed at the
Georgetown Inn which was clean
and provided us good sleeping
accomodations along with very
friendly personnel.
Our brief tour began at
Jackie's where two young men
aided us in our search of some
"action" with some hot southern
studs. We visited the Paris
Theatre, then on to the Getwell
(where we especially appreciated
the convenient glory holes) and
finally over to Brooks Avenue
and two more book stores. At
each establishment we found a
variety of eager men.
Our fmal stop for this
Saturday evening took us back to
the Pipeline where we enjoyed a
large number of leather-levi men
gathered together in one location.
The place was so busy that the
bar ran out of draft beer. Can you
imagine a Gay bar running out of
beer on a Saturday night? The
bartender told us that the response
to the Pipeline was even greater
than expected. If you want to
meet some intense men. put
some leather and/or levis and
boots on and stop by - you may
be as SUlllrised as we were. I want
to especially thank Bill for his
warm Memphis greeting to me. If
you ever come to Chicago. Bill,
please drop me a line. rll make
sme you have a good time.
My last thought to you is to
be proud you're Gay. We're God's
special children put on earth to
teach Baptists and Catholics that
His love is greater than theirs.
Billie Jo is right you know - if
we can't love and respect our
own, with all our diversities and
differences how can we expect
others to accept us!

lover. As the song says,
Best of Times Is Now."

The

"

S.T.
Greenville, MS

Clubs
New
Our Support

so why should I have to pay for a
bust to get in the front
door?" "It would be nice to go to
a bar where the music is not so
loud you have to yell to carry on
a conversation.
Well, there is such a place. A
few people care and support it,
and I thank them; but it seems
most of you could not care less.
The place is the Aristocrat Club.
While under construction, every
body kept saying they couldn't
wait until it opened. Now that it
is opened, where is everyone?
Will you wait until it closes due
to lack of support and then
wonder why it closed?
Of course, everyone has a
reason for not coming to the
Club. The most common was the
membership requirement (later
made
optional),
but
even
members don't support the club.
The other excuse is, that someone

beer

n

Need

I guess that everybody has
something that really gets them
angry and they keep it to
themselves, but I feel that I can't
keep this to myself any longer. It
really doesn't bother me whether
you, the Gay community, likes it
or not
Over the years, I have have
been going to the bars here and I
always hear the same gripes or
complaints - "Why doesn't some
one open a nice bar/restaurant
where you can go and feel
comfortable?" "I'm sick of all the
teeny-boppers and hustlers." "I
beer
draft
drink
don't

continued on page 13

From the People Who Bring You
The Gay Pride River Ride....
Memphis Gay Coalition
presents
The First Annual

Spring Fling '87
·�

Touch of Class"
Starring

Joyce Cobb & Hot Fun !·
Saturday,Aprll 7, 1987
American Legion Hall
$US per person in advance/ $25 for two
$15 per person at the door
Semi-formal or formal attire requested.

...._....,.,
. '-'•a.::t.u.

..,...

Tickets on sale at
Search Video, 1264 Madison (Next to J-Wag's) February 15.
or Money Orders Only- No Charge cards or personal checks.

AIDS Claims Dolan at 36
Teuy

Dolan,

arch

an

conservative Gay
man
who
infuriated many fCI' his money

raising

tactics

for

right

wing

died Dec. 28 reportedly
from AIDS. Both the Washington
Post and ABC-TV's Nightline
reported his cause of death as

causes,

AIDS, but those reports were

denied by his physician.
Dr. Cesar A. Caceres said
Dolan's death was the result of
"cardio-myopathy, an enlargement
of the heart which is due to a
variety of reasons, none of which
can be determined." Dolan had
been ill for several months and
reportedly was also suffering from

tuberculosis throughout his body,
a
condition common among
persons with AIDS.
Dolan's
rise in political
stature began in 1975 when he

joined

other

appealing on the grounds that the
insurance award was "excessive."

conservatives

Conservative

Political

Action

Committee. In 1980, it was
NCPAC which helped defeat

seven liberal senators including
George McGovern and Frank

Gay Journalist
and Lover Take
Case to High
Court

Church, a move which ushered
the so-called New Right into
political prominence.

In 1982, Dolan granted an
interview to Larry Bush for The
Advocate. That interview, along

with a book called God's Bullies

by Terry Dean Young, planted

R. Foster Winans, a Gay
Wall St insider, and his lover,

David Carpenter, will have their
inside trading criminal convic
tions heard by the

Supreme

Court late this swnmer or early
fall. Foster

and

Winans . were

the rumor that Dolan was Gay.
Young's books talked about right

apprehended in 1984 when a
scheme was revealed that in

wing idealogues who preyed on

volved them leaking inside knowl

minority groups for their own
purposes. It included an affidavit
from a man who alleges he went

and sell stocks at an advantage.
Together with dealers, they were

to bed with Terry Dolan.

edge to others so they could buy

able to divide over $700,000 in

profits over a five month period.

that because Ageloff was Gay,

S.F. Doesn't

Every editor is occasionally

in

forming NCPAC, the National

Winans and his companion
received about $31,000.
Nine press organizations and

Want '96

his family should not be com
pensated as highly as someone

the Securities Industry Asso
ciation supported the two men in

Olympics

Gay men are at risk for AIDS and

that while the two acted unethi

San

Harry

else. The lawyers reasoned that

Francisco

Supervisor

Britt has introduced legis
lation to the Board of Supervisors
proposing to remove the city
from any efforts to bring the
1996 Olyp1pics to San Francisco..
According

to

the

Bay .Area

Reporter, Britt said that until the

Olympics
Committee
allows
organizers of the Gay Games the
use of the name "olympics" and
ends their harassment of the
Games' founder, Dr. Thomas
Waddell, "San Francisco should
not be welcoming their bigotry to
town."
Britt continued, "Since the
Olympics Committees have not
tried to stop events like the

their earlier appeals. They

cally, they did not violate SEC

fore, is less than other men.
Ageloffs family is suing Delta.

rules.

motion

by

the

·

family's

attorney to forbid Delta from
mentioning the victim's

sexual

orientation was upheld by a
Miami judge. A Miami federal
court jury awarded the family $1
million in December. Delta is

taken to task for the opinions he
or

she

espouses,

but

David

Bunnell got more than he expected
when he wrote a pro-Gay editorial
in his computer magazine.
Bunnel, who edits PC World
and MacWorld, a pair of computer
oriented

magazines,

wrote

a

blistering editorial about Georgia's
opressive sodomy laws. He wrote
his editorial to draw attention to
the fact that much of the personal
computer industry is located in
Georgia. He added that there are
many Gays and Lesbians working
in the personal computer industry
and maybe someone should start

telling the Georgia governor that
the law should go.
Bunnell is straighL
Responses from readers ran

about 5-1 against the editorial
stand, many saying such views

had no place in a computer
magazine. According to the Bay
Reporter, many of the
respondents simply scrawled "fag"
or "queer" across a clipped out

Area

copy of his column. Afleast one
advertiser, Peachtree Technology,
Inc., withdrew its advertising from
the magazines saying, "If the guy
wants to push his ideas about Gay

sex, he doesn't get to do it with

my $8,000."

New Antibody Law Helps Gays
Pres. Reagan has signed a bill which prohibits the use of mv
antibody tests results against people in the Armed Fortes
according to � New York Native .When Reagan signed
defense budget bill on Nov. 14, the bill stated that "information
obtained by the Dept. of Defense during or as a result of an
interview with an antibody-positive member of the Armed
Forces may not be used to support any adverse personnel action
against the member."

�
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w
sit
coffl

Rat, Crab Cooking, Armenian,

Special
Olympics, their
efforts to stop the Gay Olympics
are clearly bigoted. The Olympic

Anne

Murray

spirit and San Francisco spirit do
not allow us to participate in this

kind of senseless discrimination."

Delta Airlines'
Policy Protested

FRIDAY, FER 27, 8 PM
DIXON MYERS- MEMPHIS
NORTH HALL

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance
Against Defamation (GLAAD)
has activated its "phone tree" to
protest Delta Airlines' legal
actions against the family of
Scott

Ageloff,

a

Gay flight
attendant who was one of the 137
people killed in a Delta crash
Agust 2, 1985.
Delta's
lawyers

TICKETS: $16 RESERVED
TICKETS ON SALE MONDAY!
.FEB.2

-�

VETERAN'S
CAB 525·3535

in

____________________________
_

AN EVENING WITH

and

ev�
on

SUBSCRIBE TO GAZE

Don't Ddve
Drunk!

Dog,

SUJ

on
ha

argued

that their life expectancy, there

A

Pro-Gay Editor Takes the Heat

TICKET OUTLETS: Ticket Hub, All Ticket Hub outleiS and Memphis Sears Stores.
Charge by phone: 9011725-HUBB.
MAIL ORDER INFO: Send Cashier's Check or money order to Ticket Hub, 149 N.
Angelus, Memphis. T N 38104, include a self-addressed, Slllmped envelope and SOC
handling charge per ticket.

alleged
'' '' ..... .... 1

men

decisions. Alexander said

Minnesota
Sodomy Law
Struck Down

The

•

Minnesota

decision

occurred only a month after a
similar law was struck down in

Minnesota' s sodomy Jaw is

too

tution because it is
broad.
stated a district court judge in
County

Judge

"Ex-Gay" Minister
·Accused
Amid

allegations

of

sexual

the

improprieties with the people he

ruling in the case of Richard
Gray, Jr., accused of sodomizing

counseled.
Colin
Cook
has
resigned as director of Quest

a 16-year-old boy.

Learning Center, a Seventh Day
Adventist "Cure ministry" for

Pamela

Alexander

issued

Noting that the boy said he
was 18 and that the sex was

con

sensual, Alexander wrote that the

district attorney's citing public
support of the sodomy Jaw and its
historical roots were not enough
justification for its existence.
Cases previously before the
Minnesota Supreme Court have
established "the right to privacy
concerning sexual intimacy and
.

involving "long, erotic, crotch-to
crotch hugs, during which time

role in A Room with A View.

Nude

striking down the law recently.
Hennepin

a Gay character In Laundrette,
was also honored for his starring

Cook

Kentucky.

in violation of the privacy rights
guaranteed by that state's consti

revealed that 13 of the 14
cited "sexual pressure" from Cook

homosexuals. Au Courant reports
that Colin founded the center and
the
"homosexuals
group

often

got

massages

an

erection."

with

Cook

sodomizing counselees were also
reported Au Cou.ranl reports that
none of the men undergoing the
sexual
orientation change at
Cook's center reported successful
results.

looking at his own reflection in a

minor

.

lisher

most
art"

is

The
face

Now

it

has

For

been

Critics Award

Wins

My BeaUJiful Laundrette bas

Computerized

wards,

acccording to The

revelations of the survey done by
Dr. Ron Lawson of Queen's
College in New York. That

Kureshi
won
in
the
Best
Screnplay cateogry for the story

Weekly News. Scriptwriter Hanif

of two wildly different Gay lovers
who open a British laundromat.
Daniel Day Lewis who portrayed

are

many

. of

his

written in a script

which can only be read in a

minor

coon�

.

between the Mona Lisa and da
Vinci's self

portrait

reveal that

Leonardo and Lisa may be
and the same.

The

won two New York Film Critics
Circle A

example,

notebooks

drag.

Laundrette

important in the history of
and is in keeping with what
known
of
the
artist's

homosexuality and fascination
with optical tricks and paradoxes.

smile on Mona Lisa's
bas mystified people for

centuries.

Arts and Antiques, pub
of the report. says the

discovery "may be one of the

Mona Lisa Is
da Vinci in Drag?

revealed that the portrait may, in
fact. be da Vinci himself in

Anonymous in 1980 to "reform�
Gays. Cook's resignation follows

survey, composed of interviews
with
14
Quest
participants,

Mona Lisa as a self-portrait by

Lillian

discovery was

NOW

one

Meetings

made by

NOW meets on the

Schwartz,

artist-in
residence at Bell Laboratories.

first Tuesday of
every month at 7 pm
in Meeting Room B
of the Main Library
t Peabody & McLean

She found that by reproducing

both

images with a ornnputer at
the same scale, that they were

other

mirror images of each
. She
suggests that da Vinci painted the

TICKET ORDER FORM: More than 1 person per
envelope·

use

an extra stamp per person.

13

At Gate, tickets $1 0.00 more • CASH only.

NAME
STREET ____________
�----------CITY

-------

ZIP __________

STATE

P H ON
*$115-Space in cabin (very, very
limited)

PERFORMERS
(Friday} FERRON
LUCIE BLUE TREMBLEY
CASSELBERR�DUPREE
ROBIN FLOWER &
THE BLEACHERS
(Friday} JASMINE
HEATHER BISHOP
*SENSIBLE P.U.M.P.S.
*REEL WORLD STRING BAND
TRACY CHAPMAN
THE WASHINGTON SISTERS
*THE SCALLION SISTERS
CAROL MACDONALD
RACHE ALPERT
*TENORE

(camping)
$130 R.V.; no hook-ups; (includes

�
c:

MEMORIAL
DAY WEEKEND
MAY 22nd- 25th, 1987

0
.!:
E

.2

•
1!

200 beautiful wooded acres, private camp, cabins,
large lake, tennis courts, in the N.E. GEORGIA
MOUNTAINS (80 miles north of Atlanta)

DOS LESBOS

SPEAKERS 4UrHORS
JO ANN LOULAN(Lesbian Sell}
NAN HUNTER(Director, A.C.LU.
National Lesbian/Gay Rlflhta
Pro/ectl
SONIA JOHNSON
{Goinfl Out of Our Minds}
JOYCE HUNTER, M.S.W.C.S.W.
(Director, N. Y. City Institute tor
the Protection of Lesbian &
Gay Youth}
VIV/ANE SHAPIRO(National Co
Chair, Human Rlflhts
Campa/fln Fund}

•'·-···
�ILM FESTIVAL

,.._10....,__,_.,

FESTIVAL UtiiTED TO 2000 WOMEN

TICKETS- 350 cabin spaces available (showers & toilets in cabins). CaQ.ins hold 12-24

substitution
10 boy)
$80 to $90 very limijed Sat. noon to

"0

give rides from Atlanta to Festival

I

•
..

*3N•i

....

__

$

__

$

__

$

__

$

__

$

__

$

__

$20 per 9-16 yr. old woman (and 9-

TRANSPORTATION: I am willing to

c:

*ATLANTA FEMINIST
WOMEN'S CHORUS/

1 ticket)
$20 Additional for workshift

0
"0
c:

�

(Friday} KATE CLINTON
ROBIN TYLER (In ,_rlormance}
JUDY CARTER
LEA DELARIA
* The "HER CHORUS"

$

$95 to $105 Sliding Scale-4 days

Mon. passes (camping)

(name will go on list and be given to
those needing rides)

�

"0
r::
0

TOTAL ENCLOSED

:;

I NEED INFORMATION FROM (Rec. by Apr 20)

I
•
.!
g

Disabled Resources

u

Smoking

women (bunk beds) $115. Camping 4 days $95-$105- sliding scale (if working PLEASE pay
top of scale). Camping3 days (Sat., Sun. & Mon.-very limited) $80-$90 sliding scale. Children 8
and under free; 9-16, $20 to help defray food costs. All children MUST be pre-registered for
childcare by April 20th. U.S. currency only. NO PERSONAL CHECKS after April 20th. Money
order, certified check, cash only. For tickets, send self-addressed, 1.,.1 alze, stamped

NAME

envelope to:

CITY

SWMCF, 13514

H8rt Street, V•n

Nuys, CA 81405 (818) 804·8485.

ABOVE TICKET PRICES INCLUDE: 4 days &3 nights of music, comedy, lectures, workshops,
crafts show, raquetball, basketball, tennis, swimming, dance every night, hot showers, camJ;
ing, food & FUN/

Concerts interpreted for hearing impaired Food and childcare provided. (NO OVER NIGHT
childcare, 'POTIY-TRAINED' only). Boys under 10 welcome. There will be some Woman-Only
space. Craftswomen invited to display. No dogs permitted, except seeing eye or- hearing
impaired (must be registered).

WORKSHOPS a DAY STAGE
We encourage women to do workshops. Share professional skills, different cultures, Interests,
etc.
If you wish to be listed in the program send a short description of your workshop or if you wish
to play on the day stage send a tape. Send these along with your ticket order by April 20th.
Festival ENDS Monday, 3 P.M.

0

Childcare

0

*4 DAY TICKET ONLY I wish space in cabin if available

0

Non-Smoking

0

Clean & Sober

0

0

WILLING TO HELP

PHONE

STREET

STATE/ZIP

_

_ _

_ ____ _

I CAN LOAN OR RENT THE FESTIVAL

if

0 Van w/l t*

0 Pick-up Truck

0 Other

I WOULD BE INTERESTED IN VOLUNTEERING

0 To flyer

0 To be regional contact

0 with ticket purchase to come early and work
I HAVE SKILLS IN:
0 H ealth care
0 Childcare
0 Electrician

0
0
0
0

Carpentry
Disabled Resources
Sign·interpreting
Other

_ _ _____ _

Work-exchange - write detailed letter, re: skills &
situation or call.
•NEEDED TO ACCOMODATE WHEELCHAIRS

REFUNDS

Joyce and Kellie Do Nashville
by Joyce Rossen and
Kellie China

Happy New Year! Thank God
we made it out of 1986 and into
1987. I, for one, ain looking
forward to a wonderful new year
and a chance to return to work;
Kellie just wants to rest
This
month
we
have
probably hit every Gay bar in
Nashville to bring this total of
stars
* B. Palola's: Service too slow,
prices too high, but the waiters
are·cute.
*••* Cabaret: Best show bar
for 500 miles. People friendly,
drinks perfect The laser lights are
something you have to see.
***• The Chute: One of our
favorites.
Newly
remodeled,
warm, friendly, camp shows, and
the leather shop is there. (Oh,
Kellie!l)
** Bob's Crazy Cowboy: Too
burch for us, but the place stays
busy. So it sure has something to
offer.
*** Juanita's: They sure know
how to throw a party! Did you
make it there New Year's Eve?
(Or New Year's Day? Happy
Birthday, Juanita!)
*** The Jungle: We love the
patio, the stage, the music, and
the pool table. Try it when you
•••

9-1

get to Music City.
Ralph's:
Nashville's
only true women's bar. And the
women are aU good lookin'. Yee
bah! (Oh, sorry honey.)
***
VictorNictorias:
Not
fancy in looks,. but you truly
could not ask for a warmer bunch
of people. And Tim, honey, I
love your clothes. H I ever grow
taU instead of out can I borrow
that little white furry number?
** Warehouse 28: Not enough
tables, music too off the wall for
us, great dance floor,
and
wonderful bar.
***** World's End Res
taurant: This has got to be the
8th wonder of the world. We love
the food, drinks, music, and
service. And this is a place we
can go and hold hands in the dim
lights, look into each others' eyes
and afford to pay the check with a
good tip to boot So
Nashville
Music City has a lot of
entertaining places to go. When
you sober up, . there is always
MCC at 11:00 AM and 7:00 PM
every Sunday. There's a $5
mortgage meal every Saturday
night at 7:30 PM. And if you
really want to lend a hand, I know
Nashville CARES can always use
more office help. Then there's the
support group for Gays/Lesbians

*•**

.•.

(Paul 320-0288) and Kellie's
Fellowship Group (244-6815).
But if you want to sit around
and play cards or watch a new

video, give us a call Our doors

Multi-Media
Ministry Begun
in Nashville

music workshop programs
development
and
production of radio shows which
can be marketed in a local area
- organization of individual
publishing companies
- workshops on the music
industry,
copyrighting,
publishing, recording, ere.
The staff of Vision Tree
Ministries is a $f<?UP of talented
and creative Christians committed
to developing a ministry that will
network its resources and services
with people all around the globe.
Another goal of this ministry is
to provide viable and affordable
opportunities
for people
to
"expand the message of the
Gospel through the various
creative talents that God has
Blessed them with."
Several albums and multi
media projects are Jl!CSCiltlY under
development
w1th
expected
releases due in the spring and
summer months.
For
further
information,
contact: Vision Tree Ministries ,
P.O. Box 518, Antioch, 1N
37013.

Nashville - A new multi

media ministry is growing in

Vision
Tree
Nashville
ministries. The intent of this
ministry is to create and facilitiate
the development, production,
promotion, and distribution of
various religious, educational, and
music projects for individuals and
groups to expand their ministry
through printed and recorded
venues.
The services offered by the
non-profit ministry will include:
- production and distri
bution of records and tapes
- providing record labels or
help in creating a label
- providing songbooks,
sheet music, lead sheets, and
arran gements
-booking of concert tours
- creation of multi-media
projects and live and videotape

are always open.
Til next month- Yee hahl

.

�·

Knoxville's 10% (KTP) has a .
special Valentine's Day planned
especially for you - that is if
you're a lucky winner. It's a fund
raising raffle,. and the prize is a
prize indeed. For a $3 ticket, you
might win a dinner for two at
Richard's, An American Cafe; a
room for the night at the Hyatt
Regency Hotel with compli
mentary cocktails; and a bottle of
champagne. It's sure to be a very
special Valentine's Day. Tickets
are now on sale at The Complex
on 17th Street, at any KTP meet
ing, or through a K1P fund
raising committee member. You
can also write for tickets: K1P,
P.O. Box 1046, Knoxville, 1N
37901. Make checks payable to
Knoxville's Ten Percent
drawing will be held Feb 7.

$1 Beer B'Ust
Mon.day. & T'Uesday Nights
Ne'Q7 Pool Table

..

KTP Has a
Valentine for
YOU!

The

Gay Women's
Social Group
Plans Getaway

under 21, you may participate in

At $160 an ounce, Passion

suggests you (a) find a safe
mailing address (Post Office Box,

scents. "You wouldn't expect me

The Memphis Gay Women's
� _Group is nlanning a
-¥

friend's house, etc.);

to be involved in anything cheap,

� �.

for $380 million. Last month he

took $95,000 in an out-of-court

Earlier
Thorson
received $75,000 from Liberace

settlemenL
although

he

claimed

an

oral

agreement of $70,000 a year for.
life.

mail it in a larger
envelope to Alyson Publications
(letter exchange), 40 Plimpton
St., Boston, MA 02118. There is
and

No legal palimmy precedeniS

were set because the c.e never
made it to court.

According to the Bay Area
Reporter, Thorson claimed he met

·

-

Boston, MA
Alysoo
Publications, publishers of One
Teenager in Ten: Writings by
and Lesbian
Youth
is
continuing its pen-pal program
for homosexual youths. If you are
Gay

After almost a decade of false
starts, an actor has been signed to
play Billy Sive, the athlete in
Jerry Wheeler's film production of
Patricia Nell Warren's The Front
Runner. Blond-haired, blue-eyed,
former Ryan's Hope star Grant
Show has won the part. Olympic
Gold-medalists Greg Louganis
and Carl Lewis have also been
cast as friends. Casting of the
coach has been a . problem,
of
months
After
though.
searching and some impolite
refusals, no one bas committed.
The film w� to have. begun
shooting in mid-May but may
now be delayed.

drugs,

was

Liberacehasrepeatedlydenied
being Gay. In the 1950's, he sued
for
magazine
Confidential

•

cvaluz.tUu. g:>a.'IJ:y
t:Ea.tut.ky, 9�G. 14,
a.t 8:00p.m..

reporting that he propositioned a
hotel waiter. Later, he sued a
L ondon newspaper which alleged
he was Gay. He won both suits.

•

Elizabeth Taylor started off

s 1

•-

the new year with a marriage of
sorts -- to Chesebrough-Pond's,
cosmetic
international
the
company. She announced she is

t::lh

-

tb.u

tD

lending her name to a new
fragrance, "Elizabeth Taylor's
Passion." The upscale frangrance
will join Carrington, Forever
Crystal, Sophia (Loren), and
Soundrel (Joan Collins and Susan

Lucci) as fragrances attached to ..,.�,...,

the names of big

stars.

Tropical
mpressions
t

------:------�

_;:..:..._
..; ...--

· ···
--...�-....:::JJ

Shop & Grooming Salon

3700 S. Mendenhall
Memphis. TeMessee 38115
(901) 365-9716

(901) 794·3047
Spec:iallztng In Tropical F"tell and Eaoltc Birds. cage..
Aquartuma, Repll.... and Pel Suppltea.
ExQuab Cannlna and Feline Grooming
__

GEORGETOWN INN
24

MADISON
HOURS A DAY

Private Dressing
Lockers

X-Large Hot .Tub, Sauna
Universal Weight System

an

Liz's Passion To
_Help AIDS

-. -

-�- -..-"'
---

FEATURING:

Liberace, meanwhile, insisted that
Thorson was fired because of his
illicit

-�

OPEN

other young men. He filed suit in
1982 after being forcibly evicted
from the entertainer's home.

of

·'""t

628-630

was outsted trom the em.enamer·s
mansion after he caught Liberace
in bed with an 18-year-old male
and protested his affairs with

alcoholic, and carried a gun.

_

Cast - Almost

Liberace in a Las Vegas casino
when he was 17 and claimed he

use

t:!
·U

The Front Runner

AIDS. Passion is expected to be
on the market in April.

Alyson Continues
Gay Teen Outreach

(c)

Joyce and Kellie
�Avon
304 South 7th Street
Nashville. TN 37206
(615.) 244-6815

no charge for this service.

revealed,
Taylor
says
a
"substantial" portion will go to

was Liberace's lover for six years.
When he was thrown out. he sued

::mrl pm:rrtission for

Alysin to forward letters to you;

profits from Passion hasn't been

Scott Thorson claimed he

write a

·

_

Chauffer Gets
.
$95,00 O

(b)

letter introducing yourself and
mail enve 1ope with a con fi1dential
cover letter stating your age,

would you?" said Taylor.

Taylor has turned down
"Weekend Getaway aT�.W.l numerous er.do.s�nts feeling
State Park on the weekend of
that they weren't "something L.at
March 20-22. The cabins at the
could be part of me, something I
park will each accomodate about
could get entirely behind." She
six people and the lodging cost
wants this to be a success, she
for the two nights will be $16.50
says, and has complete control
per person. Reservations must be
bottling,
and
mixing,
over
made by February 15. For more
packaging. The perfume will be a
information call Debbie or Carol
floral-Oriental mix, with cologne
at (901) 324-6949.
priced at about $25.
While the percentage of the.
-

I
f.IJ'

this program. To do so, Alyson

will sell alongside Giorgio,
Opium, Poison and other prestige

� �

tlll..pf.
log

9CK

�

IBOU

�

(!..�

o{ '

-

•
"

J.on.a.tlon.
':J�

..dl Gc

'-'. 'dl �vL � '

la{OVII•tl.oa ..tl·
CK

C..J

g24-6949

Single & Double Rooms W/Private
Bath & Extra Large Showers

at

Come Stay With Us And
Play With Us!!

Expanded Ribavirn Study Called For
placebo

subjects developed AIDS, as did

ing the development of AIDS

However, no one in the

shown it to be effective in slow

among a group infected with the

mv

virus

but

who

had

developed

owortunistic

according

the

tions

associated

Reporter.

-�--

10

released in January,

A six-month study of the
anti-viral agent Ribavirin has

The

j!ri;:� �My

with

the

results

AIDS,

of

Area

the

have brought new

demands to expand government

larger scale.
The study is being conducted

research on a

by

ICN Pharamceuticals, manu

factuier of Ribavirin. The sbldy

reportedly involved

163

patients

at four medical centers in New

York, Houston, Miami, and
California. The patients were
divided into three groups. One

group received a placebo, while

the others received doses of 600
mg and 800 mg of Ribavirin

respectively.

According

to

the

results

of

the

mg

600

group.

800

mg

group went on to develop AIDS.
The

not

infec

Bay

six

sbldy was funded

by

Eastlnan Kodak and monitored by

the Independent Safety and Eval

uation Committee.
1"'\.,.

"IT

-··

do

•

.....

, ....., _
o;.. .�.

..

·

meaacat
-

-

�

director of ICN, said the company

was forced to go public early with

the results because of conttacts

with the subjects in the Sbldy as

well as federal laws requiring that
inside information which might
affect the value of a stock be made

public.
that

Johnson said the study shows
Ribavirin

will

"delay

the

progression to clinical ARC or
AIDS. But I'm not saying we've

got something as good as insulin

is for diabetes." He added that
there are some side effects to

taking the drug and that a few

Auction Raises $ For PWA's

patients quit the study as a result

of them. They included dizzi nes,s
insomnia,
nausea,
abdominal

cramps, and vomiuing.
Dr.

Mathilde

Krim,

co-

Aid

to

End

AIDS

Committee in cooperation with
the Memphis Chapter of the

American Red Cross organized
hosted a meeting of the

and

Memphis AIDS Coalition at the
Red Cross Building January 22.

The purpose of the meeting was
to identify AIDS priorities and to
create task forces to develop
solutions to them. Parti cipants
were broken into five areas of I

religious concerns, 2)
business and professional con·
concern:

1)

cerns, 3) educational and school
concerns, 4) health industry con

ce�m. and-5) SIOCial service agency
100 people
concerns. About
attended the three-hour meeting.
Chief

among

the

concerns

ofthe group was the lack of
community education �hich they
felt �as needed to diffuse the
.
hystena surroundang AIDS. Also,

SUPPORT GROUP FOR
FRIENDS I FAMILY
OF PERSONS WITH
AIDS
Discuss experiences, share
information,learn how to cope, and
enjoy reassuring social interaction

lot of ·generous craziness. The

dinnette

craziness January

15 resulted in a

�

•

need �

assisted by Veronica York, a.k.a

for

ATEAC Hosts Citywide AIDS Meeting
identified as a need was a central
clearinghouse for AIDS information.

Each person

attending

the

meeting was requested to return to
his or her respective agency to
develop plans to address identified
concerns and to bring them back
to the group for possible imple
mentation.
The next meeting of the
Memphis AIDS Coalition will be,

were presented. An authographed

picture of Elizabeth Taylor netted

chair of the American Foundation
first Aid to End AIDS Comfor AIDS �e�h, �ys that
mittee Auction netted $2,720 in ,
although Ribav� "g aves
'
two hours f�.
.
every reason to belit:� 11 !:b':"�.: !
Auction coordinator Mark
ue eiiecuve ...the
��should .have
Whitehead spent long hours
been much larger. She believes
managing the contacting of busithat the �mall. sample cool� have
nesses and individuals willing to
led to mvalad results.
The� donate goods and services to the
.
should have been 650 pabents m
auction. "We had so many items
this study," she said. "Now to do
donated, that we weren't able to
that, we
start over and
use every one of them," said
waste another sax months. That
Whitehead. "We ended up giving
makes me angry, because we're
some things away as door prizes
losing a thousand patients a
and incentives to the highest
month." Krim also indicated she
bidder."
believes that the cost of such
A 19" color TV set and a
research should not be borne by
Seiko gold watch were raffled off.
companies.
small
"The
Raffle proceeds added $500 to the
government
should
be
total.
underwriting this. But it isn't,"
The auction was hosted by
she said.
Miss Billie Jo Casino, admirably

•

The

They say that a full moon

will bring out the craziness in
people. If that's the case, the

the

evening

as

"Vanna

White." Both donated their time

and talents to the auction.

Items were being auctioned
off hot and heavy 'during the 10.midnight hours as over

55 items

$65.

One of the larger

auctioned

was

set

a

brand

donated

items

new

by Cecil

McLeod. A bidding war between
two peogle ··eG�� iii life
set going for well over

"Even

the

small

items

$350
$200.
went

well," said Whitehead, noting that

books. videotapes, flowers, and

hair care items sold for close to
their real value .
"We owe a great debt to

Frank Cooper who allowed us the
use of George's for this. He and

David (daPonte), his staff, and

Lloyd (the DJ) were all just great
We couldn't have pulled it off
without them." Whitehead said.
Casmo,

who

purports

performed

as
any
(C)
well
professionat auctaoneer, cajoling
the prices ever higher. "I'm a fool
over this auction." she said.

the

The auction was enhanced by
fact

accepted

thai

,he

v�

Committee

Mastercard, and

American Expre s cards through

the courtesy m Star Search Video
and ATEAC

Stewart.

ore ·ident

Tommy

Which condom is Best?
The one you use.
Buy 'em - Use 'em

on March 18 at the Red Cross.

YES, AIDS IS DE
- PRESSING
HOW WOULD YOU FEEL IF YOU HAD IT?
A

small,

but

dedicated

group

of

individuals

is

working

very

hard

to

educate the community and care for the needs of our AIDS patients -black, white,
male, female, straight and Gay. If you think you would like to help or just want to

know more about our organization, please attend our next meeting.

Aid to End AIDS Committee
Sunday, February 15 2:00PM
Red Cross Building 1400 Central

Refreshments Served
When: First and Third Sunday of each
month at 3 pm.

Where: Red Cross Building
1400 Central Avenue

·MEMPHIS GAY SWITC.HBOARD
728-GAYY

FULLY CONFIDENTIAL
...

For further information call: 762-8401
Sponsored by:

The Aid to End AIDS Committee
and the American Red Cross

to

never have done an auction before,

Information - Counseling
(7:3D-11 :30 Nightly)

Referral

ATEAC Celebrates 2nd ·Anniversary
January marked the second
anniversary of the Aid to End
AIDS Committee .The Com
mitee was fonned in January of
1985 m � �"1 ro· lnc;v�- u)e

-&fow mg

needs of education for
the general community and,
specifically, to provide support
services and practical help for the
growing number of person's with
AIDS. Although the organization
was
created
by
the
Gay
community of Memphis to meet
the needs of what was then
considered a "Gay disease," today,
both the board and membership
has expanded beyond the Gay
community. Services are offered
on a completely non-judgemental,
non-discriminatory
basis
to
anyone who has AIDS or Aids
related
complex,
and
who
expresses a need .
In its first two years, the
committee has accomplished a
great deal.
-it applied for- and received
- one of nine U.S. Conference
of Mayors grants for public
education about AIDS.
-it produced television public
service announcements promoting
the fact that AIDS could not be
transmitted casually.
-it produced three television
shows about AIDS.
-it began quarterly publication
of AIDS Update - a newspaper
highlighting current issues about
·

·

-
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effort
AIDS is a disease which has
the. potential of devastating the
health care industry. Orginal
estimates of how much it would

REVEUES IN EXCESS(DEFICin OF EXPENSES

Cash in Bank - Checking
Cash in Bank Savings
Petty Cash

LIABll..ITIES 7 FUND BALANCE
Accounts Payable
Fund Balance

•Does not reflect contributions made after 11/31186,

.....

Auction proceeds, or other donations.

.

Cash Prize to Winner

(

Saturday -

February 14

)

o/afentine s 'lJay Party
Cash prizes To Most Cleverly
dressed couple

(

Friday - February 20

M+M

)

Productions and George's
present

Third Annual
Miss River City Pageant

2527.28
386.12
268.56
2500.00
212.72
1017.04
1356.94
445.00

Special Guest:

Summer Holiday
Miss River City J 986

�

$50 Entry Fee - Applications at the Door
$300 Cash Prize to Winner
$150 Cosh Prize to 1st Runner Up
$50 Cash Prize to 2&1d Runner Up

9369.66
(1723.91)

George's now has extended Beer Bust hours.
Friday and Saturday 8-12 $5 - Show at 1_2
Sunday 6-10 $4
Wednesday 8-12 $4

1520.89
7180.51

500.00

9201.40

9201.40

__

!Jvfiss Sweetheart Pageant

294.11
3185.50
2080.00
1361.20
50.00
61.00
37.00
576.94
7645.75

. 220.05
8981.35

patients
out
of
the
hospitals, thereby reducing costs.
For further information about
how to help AID� patients, caU
the AIDS Switchboard at 7264299 (7:30-11:30 PM) or leave a
message with the AIDS Message
Center at 762-8401 (24 hours).

( Friday - February 13th)

DECEMBER 31, 1986
BALANCE SHEET*
ASSETS

"lrOill

600 Marshall

OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES
JU NE 1, 1986 THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 1986

EXPENSES
Printing
Travel
Telephone
Rent(Circuit Playhouse)
Postage
Direct PWA Assistance
Supplies
Maintenance
Miscellaneous

�'J!' ...a ��.!.� &nese-

GEORGE'S

AID TO END AIDS COMMITTEE

·

to-�
�1iiS

diagnosis to
death was about $147,000. Today
the mean cost is about �
75,000 - about half. Much of
this reduction is because groups
like ATEAC are providing the
help necessary to keep many of

�iui

--- �"
�.:-.·..:_..-.
_.,�" iaauonal AIDS educauon

STATEMENT

REVENUES
Interest
Aphrodite
"Asls"�eeds(sal�)
U.S. Conference of Mayors
Tsarus
Wings
J-Wag's
Individual Donations

�t

and the National Red Cross is
considering ren�""Uw) �

AIDS.
- it established an AIDS
Switchboard for -oeoole U:- >i�!
..
re felrals.
-it produced and distributed a
number of brochures about risk:
factors and how one might avoid
getting AIDS.
-it established a "buddy
program" to povide practical care
and emotional support for People
With AIDS. There are now over
65 trained volunteers capable of
dealing with AIDS patients both
in
a
hospital
and
home
environment
-And it obtained the federal
IRS tax exempt status as a
legitimate charitable orgamzauon.
A move which has allowed it to
apply for grants which are oflen
restricted to organizations with
such status.
Early last year it began an
associ ation with the Memphis
Area Chapter of the Americdll
Red Cross. The frrst cooperative
project was a brochure destgned 10
alert teenagers to the nsks and
dangers of AIDS while at the
same time assuring them tnat
AIDS is not an easy di sease to
catch. With the cooperauon of 'he
Red Cross, this brochure hd' reen
distributed to hundreds, u not
thousands,
of
teenag..:rs
throughout Shelby County u has
been requested by other cnamer

,;-

Special Happy Hour Prices each night

.MGC To Host· Spring Fling April 7 at American Legion Hall
What may beco�e an

aiiiimrl

tradition in the mold of the Gay
Pride River Ride is in the offmg

presented by the Memphis Gay
Coalition. Slated for April 7,
MGC is planning a "Spring
Fling" with Joyce Cobb at the
American Legion Hall . Tickets
for the semi-formal affair will be
$12.50 per person or $25 for two
in advance and $15 per person at
the door. Organizers hope that the
event will be well attended and
become an annual event like the
River Ride.
The River Ride, held in June,
has sold out for the last five
years. Until now, it was the

primary fundraiser for Coalition
activities.
"The

Coalition

has

been

running all year on the proceeds
of the River Ride," said Allen
Cook, current president of MGC.
"We've managed to fund the Gay
Switchboard. Gaze, an annual

Christmas Party. and our other

activities from the reserve created

by iL" The problem, he indicated,
is that dMn isn't any money for

o� events. "We'd like to see a
Gay ftlm series during Gay Pride
week; 'but bY the time we get

there, our reserves are j�t about
depleted," Cook said. It is hoped

that a second major fundraiser

would allow funding of more
community events which often
require large amounts of "front
Anomer opuon wmcn nas
come up, according to Bob

Dumais,

last

year's

MGC

president, is the possibility of the
Coalition ·underwriting
some

local showings of PBS programs.
"Underwriting a program like

Before Stonewall would only cost
about $300," Dumais said, "and
doing something like that woo¥

Don't
Throw Us
Away!
When you finish
NithGaze,
Pass your copy
al ""':1g to a friend.

-��t ..N!!y �.n_!lance_ MGCs image
in the Gay community,

uuL

mak�

that program available to tens of

thousands of people in the general

will go on sale March 15 at Star

Search

Tickets for the

Spring Ming Yii!eo. !1.64 �(next to J-

Wag's

and

Men

of

Leather).

Formal or semi-formal attire is
requested.

:.·
:·

offica-s.

by Allen Cook

Congratulations
to
on doing
one hell of a job last year. 1987
is the responsibility of Melanie
Anderson. Look for the� fust
show of 1987 on February 22 at
the Pendulum.
Charlie

a.

Well, the big news this
month is that this sucker is
getting out of the gossip biz.
None other � the estimable
Ms. Billie Jo Casino will be
taking over the writing of Quick
Clips as soon as she finishes her
engagements with Mardi Gras.
Hopefully that will be in time for
the March issue, but maybe not
until April. In any case, you
won't have me to blame (or fear)
any more. But watch out! BJ. is
out a whole lot more than I am.
Tommy

ought

to

really

Stewart

go

into

the

Speaking

of

has

Tsarus
has
hung
their
colors at the Pipeline. No hard
feelings
between
them
and
Jackie's, we understand . It just

seems as if the type of clientele
changed
there.
Speaking
of
Jackie's, it is undergoing a
"complete" renovation. By the
time you read this, things should
have changed considerably.

bar

decomting business. After all, he
has tried virtually everything. Out
with the old and in with the
new... Out goes the "quiet bar."
Nice idea for a while, he says, but
it died rather quickly. This time
he's going for knocking down
walls. I begin to wonder if there
are any of the original walls of J
Wag's left? When it's all said
and done, it looks pretty good.
Keep up the good work.

Aphrodite

Chambers

good work...
elected new

Bill
Goodman
repons
good business at Fancy's. I
must say it's nice to have a bar
right around the comer. I'm
planning to check out this free
"home cooked food" thing in
conjunction with a $1 beer bust
on Sundays.
Bobby and Ken came back

from Chicago to attend BWMT's
Sth

Anniversary

Dinner

at

Alfred's on Beale. Every co-chair
for the last five years was in
attendance. By the way, Irwin

R. was awarded the "Lost Person

Award." We're not sure if it is
because he is out of town on
business so much, because he's
fond of befriending lost persons,
or because he's lost so much
weight (equal to at least one
person). We hardly recognized
him when we saw him at the
ATEACIRed Cross sponsored
Memphis

AIDS

Coalition

meeting. He told us he was on a
doctor supervised "liquid" diet
Passing of an era: It was
lucky, I guess, that the tenants of
the
Midtown
Curb
market
(including P.W. Bumps) had
closed up shop when the fire there

thank all of ha- visitors who
came to her open house on New
Year's Day. It was a quiet, but oh
so-tasteful,
time
and
very
enjoyable. I nearly ruined my

checks or charges. Proceeds go for
a
better
Gay
Pride
Week
celebration.

dinner on the whore's d'oeuvres ...

still keeps truckin' (as
they said in the sixties). They've
just bowled us over. Someone
should pin a medal on the person
who spared no expense in strilce
ing while the iron was hot It
must be right down his alley. All
puns aside, it's gotten great
support and a cheering section
would be super. Bowling starts at
6:30 on Friday nights at the Plaza
Bowling Lanes.

bon appitite!
The

Memphis

is

starting

Gay

new
tradition...
A
Spring
Fling.
Tha-e's a long time between
Riva- Rides, so a group of folks
have gotten togetha- to stage a
"dance" at the American Legion
Hall
novel idea, huh? They
want it to be a classy affair, so
they're requesting semi-formal or
formal
attire
(costumes are
Coalition

a

-

welcomed). The Riva- Ride is the
month. It was Tommy Stewart . one time of the year, people can
get out and be themselves, and
who turned in the frrst alarm.
we're hoping that this will
Seems he was coming back from
a bank deposit when he spotted continue the tradition. Joyce
Cobb (great lady!) will provide
the smoke. A few minutes later
the whole block was ablaze.
the entertainment Tickets for the
April 7 event are $15 per person
Apparently, street people had
or $25 for two (you don't have to
moved in and started a frre to keep
warm. The Curb Market had been be a "couple" to buy two), and
scheduled for demolition in will be on sale at Star Search
Video afta- February 15. Because
January to make way for a Kroger
the Coalition has lost money in
Superstore.
the past on bad checks, tickets are
The Lady Astor wishes to available for CASH ONLY-- no

all but le vel ed the place last

The

Gay

Bowling

League

Finally, we've got to give
some kudos to Frank and David at
Georg�'s who have been so
supportive in the past in allowing
their bar to be used i n so many
different ways for so many
worthwhile
purposes.
Also,
special recognition to Sharon
Wray for her support. Those "off
nights" aren't so off when they're
given over to some thing of
benefit to our entire community.

Thanks.

4&4

Co:a1p
1 letely R.e:ai1odelin.g
Ne� Pool Table
Taped Mu.sic
Videos

•...

Courage
byE.C.
Sometimes the coui'age to
keep on living from day to day is
harder to come by than the
courage to perform brave deeds or
feats of daring. Deeds and feats are
short term events; living occupies
all one's time.
I. Daily Courage

Being Gay takes courage
from day one. First, you've got to
come to grips with the realization
that you differ from the espoused
"norm." Then you have to "come
out," something which could
loosely be compared to going
through puberty, having your
f1tst sexual
experience,
and
getting religion all rolled into
one. Mter you come out, you
fmd that "dealing with it"
becomes a daity event
I recall a conversation I had
with an older Gay man, Jack, in a
small, rural Gay bar.
"I don't know why they call
it the Gay life," he said. "The
name is a misnomer. This has
got to be the most miserable
existence anyone could have.
Look around you." He waved his
arm at the 15-20 men dancing and
playing pool . My lover and I, the
only women there, just looked at
him. He ordered another beer, and
went on to tell us that not only
had he had a bitter break-up; but

his ex-lover had called Jack's

employer to tell him he had a
Gay employee, and Jack was fired
the next day. A lot of bad things
had happened to Jack, and I never
went into the bar without seeing
him sitting there and telling
anyone who'd listen about the
terrible way both striaghts and
Gays had treated him.
Jan, a Lesbian, found herself
being pressured out of the middle
management job she'd held for
several years. She began inter
viewing and, being an intelligent,
talented woman, had a number of
companies interested in her. But
each time, on the verge of hiring
her, the company inexplicably
backed oul Finally, she received
an anonymous phone call from a
woman in her fltffi who said,
"I've got to tell you what is being
done to you. Every time a
company calls for a reference on
you, management says, "yes,
she's a fine employee, but she
likes women." Jan was hurt and
angry, but she kept applying for
jobs. She carried on.
Some
people
say
the
difference between Gays and other
minorities is that when Gays are
put down by bigots, they turn on
themselves. When other minor
ities are put down by bigots, they
tum on the bigots. The comment
itself is an example of a
stereotypical attack on Gays. But
is the s&atement true? In Jack's

case it

is; in Jan's

case it isn't

D. Grace Under

Pressure

Hemingway defined
courage as ngrace under pressure.
Many examples of that sort of
courage exisl
Kent had a particularly un
pleasant
coming-out
to
his
parents. His father confronted him
m, of all places, Long John
Silvers. Kent always told the
story with great good humor, the
way one talks about painful
events after enough time has
Ernest

n

passed.

"Kent," his father said, "your
mother and I hear you've been
having homosexual relations."
Kent looked up from his hush
puppies and replied, "Only one at
a time, dad."
One evening at a now-defunct
bar located in a remote section of
a small town in Arkansas, the
police made a routine raid. The
bar had a warning system, a
revolving red light that flashed
over the dance floor when the
police
showed up
so they
wouldn't find
anything they
shouldn't It was the custom there
to stand outside the bar and talk.
Three friends, Barb, Shawn, Brad,
and I were in the shadows talking
by the side of the building. I was
extremely inebriated and had just
set my cup down when a
policeman approached. Cups sat

on the f&king lot all around us.
Being m a dry county meant
having
liquor
outside
was
prohibited.
nAre you drinking out here?"
the cop demanded. I was a little
too drunk to be cautious and made
a disgusted face. We all looked
away as though too bored to
reply. The cop repeated his
question more angrily, this time
looking right at me. Little
Shawn, only 19, looked at the
man and said cooly, "Why no,
office{, I was just asking this
gentleman
for
his
phone
number." The cop blushed and
walked away.
Dan (Danielle) was in a "Gay
park" with friends when two fag
bashers appeared with baseball
bats. Everyone ran, but one of
Dan's friends was caught by the
men who began to scream at him
and brandishing the bats. Dan
grabbed "Miss Thing," an ax
handle, from his car, and ran
towards the two attackers, who
were screaming "Are you a
faggot?" at Dan's friend. Dan
yelled, "I don't know if he is, but
I am," and came in swinging. It
only took a few blows for the
men to decide they'd had enough.
As they ran away, Dan yelled,
"Go tell your mamas a faggot
beat the sh- out of you."
Courage has many faces.
Sometimes it takes the form of
humor, Sometimes it takes the

.

![ancyS
88 7 Soutfi !/{igli£and
Monday - Thursday
$1 Beer Bust
6-9PM
Free Movie Night Every Monday
Sunday
$1 Beer Bust
12N-5.PM
Free Home Cooked Food Too!

form
of
physical
bravery.
Sometimes it takes the fonn of
simple endurance. But whatever
form .is required, Gay people often
find themselves needing an extra
measure.
There's nothing wrong with
sitting in a bar griping about what
someone did to you that day
because you were Gay. I've done
it; and, in general, everyone
sympathized, a few folies patted
me on the back, and maybe
someone bought me a drink.
Sooner or later we'd end up
laughing it off and trading stories.
I'd find the courage to keep going
on. I've always drawn on the Gay
community
for
support
and
strength, and I think it's improtant
that we are able to do so. The
trick is in not developing an
attitude of self-pity or of "us
against them." These attitudes are
crippling and inhibit one's ability
to mature and develop reserves of
strength. Let us merely support
each other and celebrate our
Gayness, celebrate our freedom
from prison-like roles, celebrate
our community, celebrate our
traditions and networks, celebrate
our talents and achievements,
celebrate the flights of fancy
which can only occur in those
slightly "queer" of plumb. Let us
celebrate ourselves as wellsprings
of courage. To whom much is
given, much is required.

rve

been remembering

the
fii'St time I met my step-brother
Chris. So tall and handsome, just
like his father. Over the years I've
learned to call his dad "Pappy"
and love him as my own.
They came into my life when
I was 16. Now I'm 36 and it
hardly seems that 20 years could
already have passed.
I've tried to digest the news I
received on New Year's Day...
You see, Chris has AIDS.
Seems almost funny now
after two and a half years, but I
remember well how Kellie and I
got involved and became active in
ATEAC.
We knew no one with AIDS,
yet we felt drawn to learn more
about it.
Lord knows we had our hands
full with my teenage daughters,
their schools and social lives, our
jobs and friendS, and being active
in Aphrodite was a full-time
responsibility in itself.
Yet, we knew after one
meeting that God had sent us
there for a reason. He was
preparing us for the future, for
what was yet to come.
We went to all the meetings,
participated in the training, and
helped out where we could.
When we moved to Nashville
last March, we became active
with Nashville CARES.
But nothing had prepared us
for the rude awakening we
received when we went to visit
our first PW A here at a large well
known hospital.
The nurses and floor staff
were almost totally ignorant of
this killer disease and the PW A
they were treating.
As I think back now... who
is at fault here? The nurses who
wanted to know and were eager to
learn, or the hospital adminis
tration who had yet to admit to
the problem and train them.
Kellie stood in the hospital
corridor for hours and talked, and
yes, taught those nurses as much
as she knew (which was a lot
more than they knew).
They had no idea what
Nashville CARES was or that
AIDS support groups were even
in existence.
Needless to say, when we

continued from page 3

might see your car and think
you're in the bathhouse. What
makes you think anyone cares
what you do with your spare
time? How do you explain it
away when your car is seen in the
� or at the dirty movies? That
tS a lousy excuse.
It seems to me that if you
don't support Gay businesses, it's
because you don't care. Instead
you spend your money at non
Gay businesses where we are not
welcomed and where we can't be
ourselves.
The saddest aspect is that the
owner is a man who spent 14 or
15 years giving the Gay commun
ity a place to go to have fun.
Frien� and former employees
promtsed to support the new bar.
Now they pretend the Aristocrat
club never opened. The Gay
community needs to get its prior
ities in perspective. If we don't
support Gay businesses, one by
one they will disappear; and we'll
have nowhere to go.
I hope this letter will cause
everybody to stop and think if
only for a short time that there
are people that are concerned for
the welfare of the Gay commun
ity and that Mr. George Wilson
has been and always will be one
of those people. It would be a
shame to see such a nice bar close
due to lack of support and
interest

Our understanding is that the
Aristocrat Club is still open on
weekends. Incidentally, George
Wilson has spent much more
than the last 14-15 years giving
the Gay community somewhere
to go. He is a pioneer who
certainly
deserves
to
be
congratulated. -Eds.

Why?
The sun is rising, and here I
sit with a cup of cold, black
coffee.
I don't know how long I've
been here. maybe an hour, maybe
a lifetime.

left, everyone within hearing
range knew who to contact and
what we were about.
We have all lost friends or
family to this killer, but nothing
had hit home for me quite like
this. How do I comfort mr step
dad? What do I say? ThtS isn't
fair!
It is not our place to question
God's reasons for these things.
·But I can't help but wonder
WHY?
WHY my brother? WHY his
son?
But then, aren't there thou
sands of others wondering the
same things.
WHY my mom or dad? WHY
my sister or brother, son or
daughter?
Dear God... WHY?
I'm angry and hurt and so
very tired of losing friends like
Richard, Rick, and Harry.
Now I'm told 111 lose my
brother within a few weeks...
WHY can't I get a grip on
this and help my step-dad who has
always been there for me?
WHY do I feel so helpless?
There is no happy ending.
The names haven't been changed
and yes, this is a true story .
We have to stick together;
work harder, give more, pray, and
keep praying. Maybe someday
we'll beat this thing.
And Chris T, if you read
this... I love you brother, I love
you.
Joyce A. Russell
Nashville

Billie

Jo

Billie Jo, la nouvelle reine de

lettres.

belles

Phyllisophically yours,
Phyllis
Memphis,1N
A Well Kept Secret
Well, 1986 is now history
and quickly being forgotten. It
was quite a year, wasn't it? It was
the y� adult diapers made it big,
weanng a watch (Swatch, of
course)
became
a
fashion
statement It was the year Back
street and Rich and Famous came
on the scene, and The Eighth Day
closed its doors. It was a very big
year for me as well. I made a lot
of discoveries, met some new
friends, and still can't play pool
or dance very well. Now, on to

1987.

Last night, my girlfriend and
I discovered one of the best kept
Monday-night secrets in town at
Court Square Cafe downtown. A
friend of ours was singing there

that night and had invited us down
to listen. fd never heard her sing,
so we decided to give it a shot,
considering most other
laces
were closed. What a shock. This
girl could really sing, even with a
cold. Besides that, she told
hilarious jokes with a little
"twist" (if you know what I
mean). She was a cross between
Joan Baez and a Gay Joan Rivers.
SQ, come on folks, try something
new in 1987. The next Monday
night
you're
sitting
home
watching sitcom reruns, why
don't you come down and join us
for a beer and some good
entertainment If you're there, ask
her to tell the joke about Bette
Davis.

p

Jill
Memphis
P.S. After reading through this
letter, I realized that it sounds like
an
advertisement
for
Court
Square. Consequently, fd like to
say that I am not employed by
that place of any of its affiliates,
if there are any.
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·
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LEATHER,
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Non-profit Feminist Health Clinic
Offering A Fult Range of Gynecological Care
1462 Poplar at McNeil
Memphis, Tennessee 38104
(901) 274-3650

1266 Madison

Phone 722-8963

RATES FOR ClASSIFIEDS:

PersonaL non-commercial

promiscuous,
slraight
GWM, 21-28 with same interests.
No fats. ferns, or Blacks please.
Reply with photo to: Paul. P.O.
Box 6616, Sherwood, AR 72116.

ads FREE.

Limit of 30 words (including address or phone number) and a $2
charge for use of our P.O. Box. Please specify if you want to use
our box. Commercial ads at the rate of 20¢ per word, $3

minimum. Phone numbers and zip codes
charge for

use

are

GWM, 26. 5'10", nice build, hairy
chest, hung. Seeks GWM 21-30
for permanent relationship. Work
night shift, hope you do too . Call
795-5789 leave message if no
answer.

free. $2 additional

of our P.O. Box. Deadline for ads is 5 days prior t o

the publication date which is usually the last Friday o f th e month.
Send to Gaze, Box 3038, Memphis.
GWF,
Mid
30's,
looking
for
honest,
fun-loving
GWF
who
enjoys
camping,
motorcycles,
music, pool and who will be true.
Contact Marty @ 363-6517 after 5

GWM 29, 6'2", 1931, BR/BR,
Interested in 25-37 yr olds, quiet.
mt into bars. Please send pic,
Box
P.O.
12245,
contact
Memphis. TN �8182-0245.
GWM 29, 6'1 ", 183#, Blnd/BLU,
Muscular, seeks 25-40 Guppy type
friendship,
and
fun,
for
enjoymenl Like intelligent guys
who wear glasses. Serious persons
only - Memphis. 726-1317.
GWF, early 30's. new to Nashville
Area. Who wants to show a Bubba
around? I enjoy music, dancing,
and loving. Call Doris at 2568857 after 7 PM.
GWM, 38, 5'8", 136#. Tired of
the bars, would lilce to meet GWM
for friendship. possibly resulting
in sincere relationship. (90 1) 7269163.
Billie Jo: Kellie and I enjoyed
your letter and wanted to let you

1N 38173-0038.

know you aren't alone. You're one
hell of a man and a great
entertainer. We love you. Friends,
Kellie and Joyce.
NEON
NEON

•

NEON

•

NEON

•

NEON Tubes $20-$50,
Transformers $30-$40. Phone 2729549 After 6 PM.

GWM, 5'9", 165#, BUBL. caring,
stable seeks GWM, 21-35, mature
friendship/relationship.
for
Photo/phone # to: Occupant, P.O.
Box 38185, Memphis. TN 38138.
GWM, early 40's. 6', mustachioed,
160#, lr. brn/blue & very love
able. Looking for a male who
wants to love & be loved & wants
to settle down with a guy. I am an
Aries, March 25th & have lots of
love for someone. Would lilce
someone my build and height or
close. Can move anywhere, Write
w/photo & I'll do the same. Cliff,
723 N. Dixie Ave, Cookeville, TN
38503.
Little Rock, AR Area GWM 21,
6'1",
185#,
Bm/Gm.
Hairy,
Atlractive, self-supporting.
Seeks
nonwith
relationship

M or F Drummer
needed for alternative.
Heavy experience not
must be creative. Call
7583 or 272-9285.

and bassist
music band.
needed, but
Tom at 725-

Older Bi/M lingerie TN closet
queen. ullra-discreet, non-promis
cuous, seeks quiet but
steady
friendship and meetings with some
one of lilce interests. (Tom, who
answered my ad several months
ago, please write again; the phone
number
u gave was in error).
Write
TV,
Box
3038,
38173-0038.
Memphis.

�

Doctors,
Lawyers,
Relig·
ious
Leaders,
P oliticos,
Re·
viewers
Desperately
Needed
Gau sorely misses the Health and
·

Religion columns. Political com
mentaries and legal advice would
also be welcomed. Pen names are
acceptable. Call 454-1411.

For Rent-Midtown, IBR, Duplex
ApL High ceilings, French Doors,
Wall to wall carpeting. Cooper
Young Area. Off street parking.
$195/mo.
Call
274-6344
Evenings.
GWM, 68, 5'10", 195#, Retired
wants relationship with younger
males who may relocate here.
AIDS-Drug free. All discretion.
CWG, Box 20538, Montgomery,
AL 36120.
HAIRY MEN/ADMIRERS. Bear/
trappers: Nationwide unc ensored ad
listings. Infopixpak $3.00: MAN
HAIR. 59 West fOth. NYC 10011.
Foxfox
Re
GAY WRESTI.ING CONTACTS.
Fun/hot action! Nationwide adlist
ings. Infopixpak $3.00: NYWC,
59 West lOth, NYC 10011

8

t Th

H" h c

ALL
FETISH
UNCENSORED
ADUSTINGS!!! Bodyparts, jock
wear,leather,etc.
Infopak
$3.00:
TRIK.X, 59 West
lOth, NYC
10011.
BLACK IS BEAU TIFUL. Support
Group forming for Nashville Black
monthly
Gays.
Join
us
for
meetings
and
friendship.
H
interested, call Dwight at (615)
834-6205 or write Dept BJ.B.,
Box 3038, Memphis,TN 381730038.
INTRODUCING A NEW UNE OF
Har VIDEOS, from bulging biceps
to beefcake cookery, our hardbody
hunks
deliver.
Send for free
catalogue to: Pin-Up Productions,
15010
Ventura
Blvd. l#
202,
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403. Naf X
RATED VIDEO.

t f R t "I I

RUSH $2.50
a bottle

plus $1 postage and handling

Fellowship
(MCC)
Meetings,
starting at 7:00 PM, Jan. 12 Will
run
bi-weekly
at
Joyce
and
Kellie's, 304 So. 7th SL, Nash
ville, 244-6815. Bring your bible
or we will loan you one. Friends
who pray together, stay together.

Order by Mail

R.J. & Company
P.O. Box 241393
Memphis, TN 38124-1393

5¢ Draft
5-9 E"Very E"Ven.in.g
Ne� Pool Table

Narcotics

MEMPHIS
ORGANIZATIONS
A Cappella Chorus: (Church
of Christ) Box 11616, Memphis
38111.

Life
New
Agape
Congregation: 327-4145.
Aid to End AIDS Commit·
tee
(ATEAC):
Box
40389,
Memphis 38174�389. (901) 7628401

Civil
American
Union (ACLU) :

85

Memphis

(901)

38103

-

Liberties
Union,
521-

9875.

Black
ther:

& White Men Toge

Box
41773,
Memphis
38174 - 272-3705, 278-7092, or
726-1461.

·

Frontrunners
Box

40311,

of

Mempbis:

Memphis

38174-

0311.

GALA: .Students for Gay &
Room
Awareness:
Lesbian
425, University Center, Memphis
State
University,
Memphis
38152.

Gay

Bowling

League:

Matt

Presley, 744-0575

Social

Gay
Women's
Group: 324-6949
Center
Memphis
Reproductive
Health:

for
1462

Poplar, Memphis 38104 - 2743550.

Memphis

Gay

Coalition:

Box 3638, Memphis38l�31J

-

726-GAYY.
M-PAC: Box 40311, Memphis
38174�311

of

Krewe

Mystic
Aphrodite:

41822,

Box

Memphis 38174-1822.

National
Organization
for
Women (NOW): Box 40982,

Aristocrat Club: 630 Madison 526-2634.

The Apartment: 343 Madison 525-9491.

Back Street: 94 N.
(Downstairs) - 278-9324.

Avalon

Fancy's: 887 South Highland 452-9286.

French

The

Connection:

598 Marshall - 526-1038.

George's: 600 Marshall - 5261038.

J-Wags: 1268 Madison - 7251909.

Jackie's: 1474 Madison

Box

41082,

Memphis

\Vtngs:

Box

41784,

Memphis

38174-1784.

MEDIA
Ganymede:

Computer

Bulletin

Board, 300 Baud, Free, Available
24 hrs, 278-0167, Password Ganymede.

·Alternative:

Gay

Radio

Program,

Mon. 6:00-7:00 PM,
WEVL, FM 90 - Box 41773,
Memphis 38174.
Gaze: Newspaper - Box 3038,
Memphis

The

1104.

The Pendulum: 92 N. Avalon
(Upstairs) - 725-1530.

Pipeline:

1382

Poplar

-

The Rich and Famous: 1528

Madison - 278-9321.
. MISCELLANEOUS
Airport

Adult

Theatre:

Brooks Rd E.� 345-0657.
Book Cottage: 2113 Madison
(Overton Square) - 726-5857.
The
Book
Mart: .852
&Jeper

Switchboard:

726-

GAYY.

726-

Palola's:

1812

Hayes

(615) 320-0713.
1711 Hayes

Cabaret:

CLARKSVILLE
-

- (615)

320-7082.

The Chute: 2535 Franklin Rd

-

(615) 297-4571.

Winchester - 346-2086.

Georgetown

Inn:

628-630

Madison - Reservations (901) 5250725.

Getwell

Book

Mart:

Getwell

Adult
of

Men

Book

1275

Store:

Leather:

1266

(615) 926-3562 or (615) 926-

Rutledge

Tavern:

515 2nd Ave. S. - (615) 2569682. -

VICtor/Victoria's:

8th

111

Ave. S,- (615) 244-7256.
Warehouse 28: 2529 Franklin

Rd. (615) 385-9689.
World's End: 1713 Church (615) 329-3480.

Contemporary

Classics:

2104 Eastwood, (615) 292-1958.

The

General

Store:

(located

2535
in the Chute) -

(615) 297-4571.

KNOXVILLE

11:00 PM.

Butternut

Belles

Box 3585,

Knoxville

Boys:

&

37927

-

(615) 524-1629 (evenings).
KnoxviUe's 10%: Box 1046,
Knoxville 37901.

Community

Metropolitan
Church: 3219

Kingston Pike,
Box 2343, Knoxville 37917 (615) 521-6546.

Womyn's
18074,

Coali
Knoxville

HELPLINE
(7-11 PM nightly) .

2665.

Carousel
1264

1501

White

Peppertree

Tobacco

N. Gay - (615) 525-5647.

Newsroom:

669 Mendenhall Rd S. - 6823326 & 1803 Union - 726-1622.

Veteran's Cab Co: 525-6681.

NASHVILLE

37212.
Community

Metropolitan
Church: 131

15th

37202

Ave

- (615)

N.,
320-

0288.

CARES:

317

The Point After: 712 19th (615) 524-9155.

CHATTANOOGA
Chattanooga Cares: Box
8402, Chattanooga, 1N 37411.

RESTAURANTS & BARS

Alan Gold's: 1100 McCallie (615) 629-8080.

Go-Go: 1077 Duncan - (615)
698-1023.

MISCEU,ANEOIJS
Parkview: 8614 Harrison Bay,
Harrison, 1N 37341 1N 1-800-

Box

25107, Nashville 37202-5107 (615) 321-0118.

(Badlands):

ORGANIZATIONS

ORGANIZATIONS

ville

-

(615) 522-6966.

Madison- 272-STAR.

Corner

821-2914 - Outside 1N 1-800233-3737.

Riverside

East
Tennessee
Alternative
(ET AL):
Box
Lifestyies
23063, Jol!M>n City, 1N 37614 -

Adult:

.

(615) 753-6237.

Metropolitan
Community
Church
or the
Tri-Cities:
Box 1612·, Johnson City, TN
•

(615) 926-3562.

RFS[AURANTS & BARS
The
Connection:
429
W.
Walnut-(615) 928-9925.

SEWANNEE. TN
Boxwood

Cottage: Bed and
Breakfast "in our home" . - (615)
•

Zip: 37375.

1009

of

Arkansas:

Box

Brigade:

(501)

663-

6455

Arkansas
AIDS
Foundation: Box 5007, Little
Rock, AR 72225 - (501) 3745503.

Arkansas
Gay
& Lesbian
Task Force: Box 45053, Little
Rock, AR 72214.
Arkansas Gay Rights: Box
3115, Little Rock. AR 72203.
CouiL'ieling
service:
Gay
409 Walnut, Little Rock. AR

72205 - (501) 663-6455.
Box
Men/BWMT:
Great
3123, Little Rock. AR 72203

•

(501) 374-3217.
Metropolitan
Church of the

Community
Rock: Box
1964, Little Rock, AR 72203 -

(501) 666-2404.
Natioaal
Orpaizatioa
for
Women
(NOW): Box 662,
Little Rock, AR 72203.
Parents & Frieads � Gays:
Box 1839, Batesville, AR 72501.

13th
Street
VD/ Alternative
Testing):
(AIDS
Ctinics
(501) 663-6455

.JACKSON. MS

MEDIA

ORGANIZATIONS
Liberties
Civil
American
Union (ACLU):
528
North

Universal Publisher, Box 4397,
Little Rock, AR 72214 - (SOl)

State St, Jackson, MS 39205-

225-1300.

2242 - (601) 355-6464.
LAMBDA AA: 48n

AIDS

State.

Community
Metropolitan
Church
of
Jackson:
1335
Ellis Ave., Suite 8, Box 1226,
Jackson, MS 39215 - (601) 3553402.

Mississippi

Gay

Alliance:

Box 8342, Jackson, MS 39204 (601) 353-7611.

MEDIA
Month
This
Mississippi: Newspaper

In
Box

353-7611.

HELPLINE
AIDS

Hotline:

(In

Informatioll

1-

(601)

353-

Li11e:

(501) 374-5503

Crisis Center: 664-8834
Free 1-800-482-8886).

(foil

Gay
and
Lesbian
Switchboard: (501) 374-5503.

-

RESTAURANTS AND
DABS

Chaps:

1701
S.University
(501) 663-8682.
Calamity's: 200 West Capitol
# 1103 - (501) 562-9041.

Christopher's:

6th and Center

(In the Little Rock Inn) (501) 3768301

Emporium:

Christopher's
State)

800-826-2961.

Gay Switchboard:

Arkansas Advisor: Newspaper -

HELPLINES
North

8342, Jackson, MS 39204 - (601)

.

RESTAURANTS & BARS
ll:

n04.

598-5912

QRGANIZATIONS
Knoxville
aids
Response
(aRK): Box 2343, Knoxville

Mountain
tion:
Box

JOUNSON CITY

37601

MISCEidLANEOUS

Paris
Adult
Entertainment
Center: 2432 Summer - 323Video:

(615) 645-1157.

(615) 256-9411.

Ralph's

Gay Helpline: (615) 521-6546

Search

RESTAURANTS & BARS
The OffiCe: 130 Franklin St -

ORGANIZATIONS
Double
Anonymity
Group:

1360 Poplar - 725-4306.

Star

for

(615) 256-9681.
The Jungle: 300 4th Ave. S. -

Theatre:

Adult

645-7118

information.

Raspberries: 125 Legion St

37928-2074.

Madison - 722-8963.

Mid- Town

(Clarksville
(615)

ORGANIZAIIQNS

ACLU
AIDS

ORGANIZATIONS
TGCHR
Chapter):

LITTLE ROCK. AR
2832, Little Rock. AR 72203.

Crazy Cowboy: 2611 Franklin
Rd - (615) 383-9493.
Juanita's: 1700 4th Ave. S. -

3790l - {615) 321-6546 7� PM -

Cherokee
Adult
Book
Store: 2947 Lamar - 744-7494.
1814
World:
Fantasy

Nashville

4299.

Switchboard:

S.

278-9546.

Nashville

HELPLINES

Gay

2214

Computer

1200

B.

Riverside Dr. - (615) 622-9335.
Startime
Video:
6309
E.
Brainard Rd. (615) 899-9714
•

RESTAURANTS & BA RS

Franklin

.

Nashville 37212.
Conductors: Box 40261, Nash

-

Bulletin Board - 300 or
Baud - 901-274-6713

AIDS

726-

5263.

(901)

38173-0038

Personals:

- 272-

.

Liberties
American
Civil
Union (ACLU): Box 120160,

454-1411.

24181, Nashville 37202.

-

1617 GetweU- 745-9054.

38174-1082.

as

272-0903.

GetweU- 454-7765.

Tsarus:

Coalition
Tennessee
Gay
for
Human
Rights:
Box

·

Parents Together: 274-6262.
Phoenix (Gay AA): 274�152
454-1414

276-

Rape Crisis: 528-2161.
Suicide & Crisis Interven
tion: 274-7477.
RESTAURANTS & BARS
Another Bar: 1351 Autumn -

Memphis 38104.

or 278--0475. If no answer, dial

or

Anonymous:

LIVE

2701 Kavanaugh, (501) 666-3438
Discovery ll: 1021 Jessie Rd. (501) 664-4784.

The 5th Gear:
3519
Old
RESTAURANTS & BARS
Cantrell Rd.- (501) 666-1948.
BiD's Disco & Show Bar:
Preston's: 5618 Asher Ave. 200 w. Amite- (601) 969-9765.
(501) 562-7531.
Jack's Saloon/JiB's: 208 W. Silver
Dollar
Bar:
2710
7611.

Capitol - (601) 354-9588.

Asher Ave.- (501) 663-9866.

GREENVILLEGREENWOOD. MS
ORGANIZATIONS

Mississippi
Alliance/GreenvilleGreenwood
Chapter:

Gay

Box
5645, Greenville, MS 38704 - 1800-826-2961 (In MS), (601) 3324571 (In Greenville).

MISCELLANEOUS
4-Star

Video:

5300

Baseline

Rd. - (501) 5624762·

University

Adult

Arcade:

6316 Asher Ave. - (501) 5682952.

The Only AIDS Vaccine
Available Right Now Is
At Your Drug Store.
It's Called a Condom.

\
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BLACK&WHITE
MEN TOGETHER

An Interracial Gay Organization for All People

Statement of Purpose
Black and Whne Men Together of Memphis, Inc. is a Gay
interracial organizations committed to fostering supportive
environments wherein racial and cultural barriers can be
overcome and the goal of human equalny realized. To these ends,
we engage in educational, polnical, cultural, and social activnies
as means of dealing wtth racism, sexism, homophobia, and other
inequities in our community and in our lives.

Saturday, February 14: Sweeheart Party
Bill's, 8 PM
Monday February 23: General Meeting, 7:30PM
Main Library - Peabody & Mclean
Meeting Room 8
.
•'

1

For details: Call Bill (272-3705), Jeff/Mark (2787092), Joe (274-6280), Irwin (726-1461) or write
BWMT/Memphis, P.O. Box 41772, Memphis, TN

38174-1773
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